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Technical data:
Wingspan: 333,00 cm
Wing area:   84,50 qdm
Aspect ratio:   12,82 (flat Wing) à about 18 (effective)
Winglet hight:   33,00 cm
Winglet area:    2 x        3,60 qdm
Airfoil: MH 45A
Weight: about     3,40 up to 3,80 (electric version) kg

To move all these flaps 6 servos are required. Since often more than 2 of these flaps
have to move the same time, a more modern (computer-) transmitter with some
mixers is necessary.

The fuselage and the winglets (plus
about last 4 cm of wing) are GRP, the
wing itself is foam/ veneer with glass/
carbon reinforcements. Servo cables,
their connectors at the wing- joining
and the winglet- and wing- joinig itself
are allready completed. The wing is
allready covered with white iron-on
film. GRP parts are white coloured as
well. The model is ready to install
servo locks, servos, receiver and
batteries and after programming the
transmitter Taborca is ready to fly. An
Instruction is included, in german and
english language.

You may use Taborca from relaxing
thermal flying to fast acrobatics. With
hand- or winchlaunch brought into
the air it’s funny to fly at slopes or
above flat fields in thermal lift. High
enough, pretty high speed dives can
be performed (but she is NOT built
for the F3B- speed- task). During all
flight phases the flight characteristics
are very docile. The performance
envelope and speed range of the
Taborca is “very close“ to
conventional F3J models, especially
the minimum speed is astonishing

(low), the climb performance when
thermalling is even better than
conventional models.
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The size of the quadripple- trapezoid
wing and the double trapezoid  winglet
provides lowest possible drag. A slight
washout is necessary for a high
performance lift distribution, which is
produced by this wing. So, the
dimensions of all flaps, their deflections
and the center of gravity at the correct
position promise not only good
performance but also easy to fly
behavior along complete speed range
and a very impressive agility. The
induced drag can be, by this size of
winglets, reduced by up to about 15%.
Especially at slow speeds Taborca’s
wing has less drag compared with a
wing without winglets. Without these
winglets a wingspan of about 380 cm
would be necessary to obtain the same
low induced drag values (effective
aspect ratio). The MH 45 airfoil shows
good performance throughout the whole
speed range. It also assists the docility
and accepts much flap deflections.

The electric powered
motorglider is equipped with a
Torcman outrunner motor
which takes less than 40
amps out of ten 4/5 SC-
Nicads (1650 mAh). This is
sufficient for medium angle
climbs and a lot of flying time,
even without thermal lift. The
electric version is about 300
gramms heavier than the
glider, the gliding-
performance is not adversly
affected by this higher weight.
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Taborca 3 Flap System

             Elevon             Combi-       Centerflap

Deflections:

Upper surface, seen from rear
Lower surface, seen from rear

Elevator:
           UP:

       DOWN

Aileron:
      Left roll (turn).
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(Slow) speed modes:

      3°,  6° down

    Combiflap: trimm for requested speeds
I do use 3 different phases ( 0°, 3°, 6°)

Centerflap deflections of 40° up to 90° and combiflap
deflection to trim for correct speed is the perfect airbrake!!!

Rudder:
Left turn

Please note:
FOR PRIVATE USE ONLY; FORCOMMERCIAL USE ASK J. HAAS OR

LETMODEL.
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